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Hydro Power
Choose Balluff reliability

Whether for today's turbines and generators or yesterday's grinding
and saw mills: The motive force of water is still used. Water power
is another indispensable component of today's energy mix. And the
potential is far from being fully exploited.

Fossil fuels – like oil, coal and gas – as well as nuclear power are
also indispensable today. Conventional energy sources will remain
critical as long as renewable ones cannot cover the entire need.
Industrial Identiﬁcation
Safety is a high priority both for nuclear energy and in power plants
using fossil fuels. Balluff meets these needs with specially developed sensors. Let Balluff help ensure high safety standards for your
energy generation.

Hydro power plants use sophisticated turbine and regulating
concepts to control energy generation. Depending on the electricity
requirement and water level, the inflow and turbine blades need to
be set differently. Balluff transducers provide reliable assistance and
enable optimum processes. For you too!

Industrial Networking and Connectivity

Conventional Energies
Enhance your safety with Balluff

Systems and Solutions
... for power generation
Mechanical Accessories

Micropulse transducers rod-style

Maximum safety using 3× redundant
BTL Micropulse transducers
Sophisticated applications in safety hazard areas place great
demands on the equipment and sensors. Our large, experienced
transducer development team carefully implements your particular
specifications. While using the comprehensive testing capabilities
of our accredited testing laboratory. In this way we guarantee
mature products for fail-safe operation of your power plant. With
Balluff you're not just ordering systems, you're ordering security.
Continuous flow control
with BTL Micropulse transducers
Turbines need to run smoothly and evenly. In hydroelectric power
plants this is accomplished by setting the guide vanes as needed.
Use Balluff linear displacement transducers to control reliability and
safety.
The advantages:
– High protection rating for optimum reliability
– Rugged, non-contact design
– Pressure rated for installation inside hydraulic cylinders
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Regulate pitch efficiently
using BTL Micropulse transducers
Control your turbines efficiently and safety using Balluff transducers. A BTL integrated in the shaft ensures optimal pitch setting with
changing water flow.

One System – Three versions for any application

The advantages:
– Electronics head can be replaced if needed
– Extremely reliable
– Absolute system, no homing move necessary after power loss

■ www.balluff.com

Regulate control valves fast and safely
using BTL Micropulse transducers
Quick-connect control valves must be absolutely safe. This is why
with Balluff you can choose among three redundant measuring
systems in a single housing. Control the valves absolutely reliably
and ensure safe processes in your power plant.

Balluff GmbH
Schurwaldstrasse 9
73765 Neuhausen a.d.F.
Germany
Phone +49 7158 173-0
Fax +49 7158 5010
balluff@balluff.de

The advantages:
– 2 or 3 completely separate systems in one housing
for maximum safety
– Up to 1000 mm stroke length, ideal even for large valves
– Compact, space-saving enclosure
Balluff BTL
transducer
Standard

Balluff BTL
transducer
Redundant

Balluff BTL
transducer
3× redundant
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Micropulse transducers profile-style

Rising oil prices and limited resources make power generation more
important than ever. Oil, gas and coal still have the upper hand. But
these are finite, and renewable energy sources are on the march.
In any case, both traditional power plants as well as wind, solar and
hydro power plants are making high demands. On the sensors as
well. In addition to high safety and long service life, ruggedness and
reliability are required.

With Balluff into the Future:
Systems for the world of energy

HALT tests and certified testing laboratory
Ruggedness, reliability and long service life are not just empty
promises at Balluff. Ruggedness, reliability and long service life are
relentlessly tested and minutely verified in our accredited Testing
Laboratory. Whether electromagnetic compatibility, cable anchoring
or short circuit behavior, Balluff sensors guarantee high equipment
up time. They also handle heightened demands, since advancements are continually made in HALT (High Accelerated Lifetime)
tests with temperature cycles from –100 to +200 °C and vibration
from 10 to 50 g. You too can profit from our highly developed quality
management process.

Balluff sensors have proven themselves over decades. Extremely
reliable, they ensure uninterrupted process data and safe operation.
Experienced Balluff specialists are longtime partners of the equipment and power plant builders, developing appropriate solutions for
conventional and sustainable energy production – and for you!

Wind Energy
Mature know-how –
HALT tested,
ready for any weather

Predicted breakdown of
energy sources until 2100

Solarthermics
Other renewable

Nuclear energy
Hydroelectric

Solar photovoltaics

Biomass

Wind

Balluff offers more:
Greater up time, greater efficiency

Wind energy is in demand all over the world. And the demand
is growing. Favorable locations on land are often difficult to find.
Large offshore wind parks are coming. The same applies to
both scenarios: Wind parks today are high-tech power plants
with high efficiency rates. The goal of over 99% up time
can only be achieved if all the components are extremely reliable
and fail-safe. Balluff ensures the highest quality – especially tailored
to wind energy applications. To this end Balluff engineers have
been long working with leading manufacturers. And offer solid
expertise for even more efficient plants and equipment. Experience
and innovation for you as well!

System
availability

System
efficiency

with Balluff
expertise

with Balluff
expertise

others

Gas

No other energy source offers even close to the potential of the sun.
It could supply many times the world's demand. Solar panels on
roofs are not the only evidence of this growing significance. Large
power plants also exploit its enormous potential: They convert
– Sunlight directly into electricity. And
– Solar heat drives turbines.
Mirrors and solar panels have to track the sun as the earth rotates.
Balluff has developed the right measuring systems for this task:
For reliable sensing of every movement. And for increasing your
system efficiency.

Solar Power
Start using tomorrow's
technology today

others

Coal

2
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Micropulse transducers rod-style and compact

Inductive sensors

Capacitive sensors

Magnetic linear encoder system

Micropulse transducers rod-style

Optimum pitch control
with BTL Micropulse transducers
Pitch control serves to adapt the turbine rotor blade angles to varying wind strengths. Balluff linear position systems were developed
especially for use in hydraulic cylinders in wind power plants.

Monitoring speed reliably
using BES inductive sensors
Just two inductive sensors are sufficient to protect your equipment
from excessive speed. Attached to a rotating disk, they sense the
rotational speed and direction.

Accurately positioning solar panels
using BML magnetic linear encoder systems
To maximize power generation in solar photovoltaic (PV) equipment,
the modules track the sunlight. Use Balluff magnetic linear encoder
systems to control their coordinate motion.

The advantages:
– Low maintenance, since they are non-contacting
– Pressure rated to 600 bar
– For use in adverse conditions since they are
vibration- and shock-resistant

The advantages:
– Extremely reliable, continually tested in
the testing laboratory (HALT, EMC, shock)
– For extreme conditions (temperature fluctuations)
– Long service life
– Insensitive to contamination

Measuring levels
with BCS capacitive sensors
With capacitive sensors your equipment runs absolutely reliably.
These sensors determine levels in oil containers simply and reliably,
since they can reliably see through walls. Use them to prevent wear
in your equipment. Carry out maintenance work in time and only
when it is needed. Use capacitive sensors to detect leaks in oil pans
as well.

Guiding solar parabolic trough collectors
using BTL Micropulse transducers
The parabolic trough collectors in solar thermal power plants always
need to be pointed at the right angle to the sun. This is the only way
they reach the required temperatures for the heat carrier. Rely now
already on the reliable, practice-proven Balluff transducers and install
them in your hydraulic cylinders.

■ www.balluff.com

The advantages:
– Easy to install
– Non-contact, wear- and maintenance-free
– Highly rugged, impervious to dust
– Integrated reference and limit switch function

The advantages:
– Level measurement through a container wall
– Wear-free
– Virtually adjustment-free, fast installation
4
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Oil

The advantages:
– Easy to install in the cylinder
– Wear- and maintenance-free
– Direct signal processing for all control systems
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Hydro Power
Choose Balluff reliability

Whether for today's turbines and generators or yesterday's grinding
and saw mills: The motive force of water is still used. Water power
is another indispensable component of today's energy mix. And the
potential is far from being fully exploited.

Fossil fuels – like oil, coal and gas – as well as nuclear power are
also indispensable today. Conventional energy sources will remain
critical as long as renewable ones cannot cover the entire need.
Industrial Identiﬁcation
Safety is a high priority both for nuclear energy and in power plants
using fossil fuels. Balluff meets these needs with specially developed sensors. Let Balluff help ensure high safety standards for your
energy generation.

Hydro power plants use sophisticated turbine and regulating
concepts to control energy generation. Depending on the electricity
requirement and water level, the inflow and turbine blades need to
be set differently. Balluff transducers provide reliable assistance and
enable optimum processes. For you too!

Industrial Networking and Connectivity

Conventional Energies
Enhance your safety with Balluff

Systems and Solutions
... for power generation
Mechanical Accessories

Micropulse transducers rod-style

Maximum safety using 3× redundant
BTL Micropulse transducers
Sophisticated applications in safety hazard areas place great
demands on the equipment and sensors. Our large, experienced
transducer development team carefully implements your particular
specifications. While using the comprehensive testing capabilities
of our accredited testing laboratory. In this way we guarantee
mature products for fail-safe operation of your power plant. With
Balluff you're not just ordering systems, you're ordering security.
Continuous flow control
with BTL Micropulse transducers
Turbines need to run smoothly and evenly. In hydroelectric power
plants this is accomplished by setting the guide vanes as needed.
Use Balluff linear displacement transducers to control reliability and
safety.
The advantages:
– High protection rating for optimum reliability
– Rugged, non-contact design
– Pressure rated for installation inside hydraulic cylinders
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Regulate pitch efficiently
using BTL Micropulse transducers
Control your turbines efficiently and safety using Balluff transducers. A BTL integrated in the shaft ensures optimal pitch setting with
changing water flow.

One System – Three versions for any application

The advantages:
– Electronics head can be replaced if needed
– Extremely reliable
– Absolute system, no homing move necessary after power loss

■ www.balluff.com

Regulate control valves fast and safely
using BTL Micropulse transducers
Quick-connect control valves must be absolutely safe. This is why
with Balluff you can choose among three redundant measuring
systems in a single housing. Control the valves absolutely reliably
and ensure safe processes in your power plant.

Balluff GmbH
Schurwaldstrasse 9
73765 Neuhausen a.d.F.
Germany
Phone +49 7158 173-0
Fax +49 7158 5010
balluff@balluff.de

The advantages:
– 2 or 3 completely separate systems in one housing
for maximum safety
– Up to 1000 mm stroke length, ideal even for large valves
– Compact, space-saving enclosure
Balluff BTL
transducer
Standard

Balluff BTL
transducer
Redundant

Balluff BTL
transducer
3× redundant
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– Electronics head can be replaced if needed
– Extremely reliable
– Absolute system, no homing move necessary after power loss

■ www.balluff.com

Regulate control valves fast and safely
using BTL Micropulse transducers
Quick-connect control valves must be absolutely safe. This is why
with Balluff you can choose among three redundant measuring
systems in a single housing. Control the valves absolutely reliably
and ensure safe processes in your power plant.

Balluff GmbH
Schurwaldstrasse 9
73765 Neuhausen a.d.F.
Germany
Phone +49 7158 173-0
Fax +49 7158 5010
balluff@balluff.de

The advantages:
– 2 or 3 completely separate systems in one housing
for maximum safety
– Up to 1000 mm stroke length, ideal even for large valves
– Compact, space-saving enclosure
Balluff BTL
transducer
Standard

Balluff BTL
transducer
Redundant

Balluff BTL
transducer
3× redundant
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www.balluff.com
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